
 

 

C5ISR  
Delivering actionable 

intelligence across the globe 

at hyper speed through 

mission systems and 

operations, accelerating 

decision-making and 

exploiting foreign threat 

vulnerabilities. 

 

 

 

 

Cyber, EW & Space 
Full-spectrum cyber, EW 

and space capabilities 

that address today’s 

rapidly changing, multi-

domain global security 

threats, and anticipate 

emerging threats. 

 

 

 

 

Unmanned 

Systems  
World leading autonomy 

and multi-domain 

autonomous systems 

making vast expanses of 

the earth accessible for 

defense, research and 

commerce. 

 

 

LVC Solutions  
Designing and executing 

enterprise simulation and 

network technologies to 

prepare warfighters for 

virtually every conceivable 

situation they may face in 

service to national defense 

and security. 

 

 

 

 

Fleet Sustainment 
Everything to keep the 

world’s most capable and 

resilient national security 

platforms mission ready: a 

holistic approach to lifecycle 

maritime defense systems on 

the sea, under the sea, and 

on the shore.   

  

Nuclear & Environmental 

Services 
Leveraging HII’s disciplined 

nuclear operations culture to 

safely manage and operate 

Department of Energy sites and 

execute complex environmental 

remediation.    

 

 
 
 

 
 

Mission Technologies 
 
HII’s Mission Technologies division develops integrated solutions that enable today’s connected, all-domain 

force. Capabilities include C5ISR systems and operations; the application of AI and machine learning to 

battlefield decisions; defensive and offensive cyberspace strategies and EW; unmanned, autonomous 

systems; LVC solutions; fleet sustainment; and critical nuclear operations.  

  

  

    

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About HII  
 
HII is a global, all-domain defense provider. HII’s mission is to deliver the world’s most powerful 

ships and all-domain solutions in service of the nation, creating the advantage for our 

customers to protect peace and freedom around the world. As the nation’s largest military 

shipbuilder, and with a more than 135-year history of advancing U.S. national security, HII 

delivers critical capabilities extending from ships to unmanned systems, cyber, ISR, AI/ML and 

synthetic training. Headquartered in Virginia, HII’s workforce is 44,000 strong. For more 

information, visit HII.com.  

Fact Sheet 
For more information, contact:  

Danny Hernandez | 202-580-9086 | Danny.J.Hernandez@hii-co.com 

 

 

 

 


